
DEAR BUGGIES, 

For the bugs and birds it’s been a wonderful spring. They could FOOL AROUND and 

multiply without disturbance. They did not get smashed on windshields. They 
loved the silence. They could sing and twitter about as they haven’t in ages.  

We've got a whole bunch of things going too. David Wöss, our prudent treasurer 
has passed on his job to Dietrich Heim AND Henny Ulm, Co-FOUNder of gobugsgo, 

moves her responsibility on to the Entomologist Dominique Zimmermann. thank 
you Henny and David for your amazing input, for hundreds of voluntary hours 

you’ve spent for the bugs and welcome Dominique and Dietrich on the gobugsgo 

board. 

soon we’ll have a show coming up at the H2-center of contemporary art at the 

Glaspalast in Augsburg, germany, as part of the exhibition Blue planet. the show 

will open online in june but we have planned a live performance in autumn. thank 
you thomas Elsen for the invitation. 

soon gobugsgo will celebrate its Premiere in Italy - at the Quartiere 

intelligente in Naples. our Tomatoes are already growing at the foot of mount 

vesuvius and in beginning of September we’ll turn them with the people of naples 
into heaps of jars filled with delicious tomato sauce - for the sake of the bugs. 

thank you Cristina di Stasio and Mario codognato. 

the patch of land we’ve acquired in the east of Austria end of last year is - due 

to the virus - still waiting for approval from the officials. As soon as we have a 

go we’ll be shooting for a 13 acres patch. Nestled into a small valley in the 

southeast of Austria, in the midst of extensive agriculture, lies a green oasis 
soaked with water which has remained untouched for three decades. We will acquire 

it and turn it into Austria’s first ‘bugs reservation’. once this will be done 

generations of bugs will pass on the story of US caring about them ! 

of course we’re out to buy patches in other parts of the world, yet we need local 

funds and support in order to make our concept work. gobugsgo can only play 
the political card and protect land if citizens will donate funds in and for 

their own boroughs. local voters - the more the better - united behind a patch 

will make politicians think twice before they set out to destroy it. So - next is 
germany, then italy and hopefully more and more patches around the world will 

follow suit. HELP the bugs WIN MORE supporters/BUGGIES AT http://gobugsgo.org/
en/what-can-you-do/ the bugs do need ambassadors in other parts of the world! 

with an early summer TSSSSSSS and BRRRR and shwwwwwwww… 

the BUGGIES
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